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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Spring is in the air and we are getting warmer
weather and everyone is anxious to get involved in
new projects. Seems I am getting many requests –
Can you help with this? - Can you make this stand?
– Can you create a restoration of this piece? I am
assuming you may be getting requests also especially
if folks know you have the “blacksmith skills” to
make things. (Do not hide your talent under a
basket). I also am reminded a “workman is worthy
of his hire” – So charge accordingly. If folks tell me;
I can buy that at X-Mart at half the price, I tell them
Go ahead, you get what you pay for. Am I being cruel, I think not.
We continue to have great monthly meetings in our four regions;
so make an extra effort to support the demonstrators with your
attendance and pay attention to learn new things. Everyone can
learn something new by listening. Don’t forget to share your skills
with new members.
ABANA – The 2012 conference will be in Rapid City SD on July
18-21; plan to attend, there is a great line up of demonstrators and
activities. You will really enjoy it. DEMONSTRATORS: Claudio
Bottero from Italy will be working by hand and power hammer with
a team of blacksmiths to create a large sculpture. Håvard Bergland

from Norway will make a true Viking Axe. Becky
Little from Canada will create a coat rack with her
whimsical style. Punzo/Angel Family from Mexico
will take scrap copper and turn it into beautiful
copper vessels. ABS Master Bladesmiths Ed Caffrey,
- MT Ed Fowler,- WY Kirk Rexroat, WY Jill Turman
- CA Becky Little - Nova Scotia, CANADA IRON
SMELT – Team from VA; Brian Brazeal and Lyle
Wynn from MS
h t t p : / / w w w . a b a n a . o r g /
Conferences/2012Conference.shtml
FABA Website – I have not had any volunteers for assistance with
our website; so I will ask again – Do you know of someone who can
assist with some possible enhancements to our FABA website?
Our new members for the month: Patrick & Christopher Malone
from Okeechobee; Rachel Wilson from Crawfordville; Chuck &
Donna Rowland from Gainesville; Ryan Meyer from Gainesville;
John & Kate Schert from Gainesville; Larry & Elayne Stroud from
Perry; Mike & Amy Brenan from Wellington; Steve & Rhonda
Clark from Gainesville and Roger & Debbi Snyder from Lakeland.
Welcome. Remember to look at your expiration date and RENEW
your dues. Thanks

Safety Tip: WORK SAFE – Make sure you use SAFETY GLASSES.

-Jerry Wolfe
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UPCOMING EVENTS
The calender includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome
everywhere. Come to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month:
NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our
meetings are informal gatherings around the forge. Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting,
bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If
you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional Coordinators:
Northeast Region
Northwest Region
Southeast Region
Southwest Region

Butch Patterson
Billy Christie
Ralph Nettles
Lisa Anne Connor

904-964-2499
850-421-1386
561-747-5489
813-977-3743

APRIL MEETINGS

NE

NE 07 - Pioneer Arts Settlement, Barberville, FL.
Open Forges. We will inspect the picnic table metal frames for repair. If you
have a welder, bring it. Also, pieces of flat bar and/or angle. Bring a covered
dish and an item for the Iron-in-the-hat.

NW 14 -

Panhandle Pioneer Settlement in Blountstown FL, Jordan

Thomas will demonstrate.

SE 21 - TBA
SW 28 - Wolfe Forge 2260 Whitfield Park Dr., Sarasoata FL - Demo
Making leaves and flowers

NW

FUTURE EVENTS

NE - May 5: Location is Steve & Kimmy Bloom’s Forge in Archer.
Bring a covered dish. Steve will demonstrate slipjoint folder knives
and rivet spinning. Don’t forget an item for the Iron-in-the-hat.
NW May 12: Ken and Louise Burns, Tallahassee, FL
NW June 9: Jim and Nita Labolito, Fern Forge, Tallahassee, FL
NW July 14: Edgar and Jean Chattin, Crawfordville, FL

SW

bpattr@yahoo.com
chriswoodforge@embarqmail.com
ralphnettles@msn.com
MelisandeAubrey@hotmail.com

REGIONAL REPORTS

NE by Butch Patterson

We were back at the Pioneer Art Settlement in Barberville again for our March meeting. (We will be there again on April 7.) The attendance
was 33 happy blacksmiths and friends.
Our smithing demonstration was Jordan Thomas on how to forge chisels from salvaged coil spring steel. Truck coil springs are typically
made of 5160 tool steel. Chisels made from 5160 are tough and last much longer than mild steel chisels.
We also had open forges where many members worked on a variety of items. I worked with a new blacksmith, Evan Vanderhoof who made
a heart hook. I think Evan learned a lot and now he knows blacksmithing is fun and challenging.
The women tried their hand at Triaxial Weaving, (a.k.a. Ribbon Weaving) taught by Shiloh Thomas. Emily is using her weave for a pillow
for our next grandchild.
Iron-in-the-hat had some great items such as tools, wood veneer, metal, several vintage issues of The Anvil’s Ring from of the 1970’s, Aloe
plants for the forge, a large limb from a Hornbeam tree, etc.. Thanks to Tom Kennedy for donating several items. We made $95 for FABA.
We also auctioned one of Brent Bailey’s forged key fobs donated by Alex Chase. Brent is a well-known for his custom hammers and lives in
Orland, California. His key fobs are all forged from the metal blank from his hammers. The auction brought in $15. A big Thank You to Alex.
Lunch was Emily’s Three Cheese Ravioli along with several side dishes and desserts.

NW by John Boy Watson & Billy Christie (John Boy and Billy)
On February 11, 2012 the Northwest region held its monthly meeting at Juan Holbrook’s Talca Forge in Gainesville, FL. The weather was a
little cool when the day started, but turned out to be just perfect.
Juan started his demonstration by completing a lamp project. The piece that he made to complete the lamp was a scrolled “C”. The lamp
already had three of the pieces and the project requires that all four are of the same size and dimension. To accomplish this he explained the length of
the iron cut and the amount of draw on the ends to achieve to completed length. Once this was achieved he heated the piece, placed it in a jig to get the
desired “C”, and then attached it to the lamp. The finish was applied and the lamp was complete.
In conclusion, Juan demonstrated a twist using a piece of 1/2 in. square stock and the steps used to make a proper centered mortise. To finish
he made the tendon using another piece of 1/2 in. square stock. This was accomplished by using a guillotine to mark the rod at one inch, a swedge
block and power hammer to make a round tendon, placed it in the mortise, measured the diameter, then cut off what was in excess 1.5 times diameter
extended through the mortise. The two pieces were joined together using the tendon as a rivet. He applied heat then hammered it to achieve a four
sided head and tight fit.
Juan was aided by Lisa Smith who also aided as a striker. Good job Lisa!
Next, we had Iron in the Hat with a number of very nice hand made items. Billy conducted the drawing with Lloyd Wheeler pulling the
winning tickets. This generated $132.00 for FABA. We thank everyone who brought items and all that bought tickets.
Next, we had a wonderful lunch provided by Juan and his daughter that was really fitting for a wonderful spring day.
In conclusion, there were thirty one who signed in and a BIG thank you to each of you for your support.
Be safe and Happy Hammering!

Biscayne National Park – Pavilion Tie Rod
The management at Biscayne has requested assistance in the replacement
of these wrought iron ornaments on the tie rods of a pavilion.
If you can assist please let me know. - Jerry Wolfe

Blacksmith Museum

Here we are in the short day light hours of our winter season, we are able to enjoy cooler outside temperatures while
waiting for the weather to break. Plus knowing that the change will be soon surely makes the waiting worth while. As I had
mentioned last month the Panhandle Pioneer Settlement in Blountstown Florida is going to build a museum on the south
side of the Blacksmith Shop. Edgar Chattin has donated a knife to be raffled for this project. Others have expressed they
will donate for this project and I thank each of you.
I would also like to be clear about this project in that F.A.B.A. holds no interest in the Panhandle Pioneer Settlement and
that all moneys generated by this effort will go directly to the Settlements future Blacksmith Museum. As this raffle involves
all of use as well as those that we come in contact with you, help is a vital part in making this fund raiser for the settlement
a success. What we need at this time are volunteers to sell raffle tickets. If you can aid us please contact Billy Christie or
myself.
The knife forged by Edgar is a drop point skinner with a blade made of D-2 steel, with a brass guard and hilt, a handle
of micarta, stabilized turquoise and antler. All tickets are $10.00 each and the date of this drawing is set for the second
Saturday in April at our F.A.B.A. meeting in Blountstown.
Dr. Skeeter Prather has made one of his famous wooden Blacksmith tool boxes. It is made utilizing six different kinds of
wood. We will be putting together ticket sales on these items shortly.
------------------------------------------------OR------------------------------------------------If you would like to support this effort with a donation you can send a check to Panhandle Pioneer Settlement made out in
the amount you wish to donate and in the memo area of the check write Blacksmith Museum. The address is; Panhandle
Pioneer Settlement, P.O.Box 215 Blountstown, Florida 32424.
Thank you for your support and remember this is for you.
Be safe and happy hammering.
Sincerely, John Boy Watson

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association Walt Anderson Scholarship 2012
This scholarship was established to honor the memory of Walt Anderson, one of our charter members. Its purpose is to
further the craft of blacksmithing and is available to any FABA member in good standing. The award is limited to the
actual cost or $1000, whichever is lesser. It may be used for materials, tuition, lodging and transportation (paid at the rate
of 43.2 cents per mile or the actual cost of public transportation, whichever is lesser).
A letter of application or a detailed email may be submitted provided the applicant answers the following questions:
•
What is your name, address and phone number?
•
How much experience in blacksmithing do you have?
•
How will this instruction help you with your blacksmithing craft?
•
What is the name of the school you wish to attend?
•
What is the name of the course and the name of the instructor teaching the class?
•
What costs will be incurred (tuition, lodging, transportation, etc.)?
Note: By accepting the Walt Anderson Scholarship the applicant agrees to provide a demonstration of skills learned and
write a report of the learning experience, including “how-to” for publication in the Clinker Breaker. The next item is not
required but strongly suggested that an article made by the new knowledge be offered for auction at the Annual meeting.
Completed letters of application or emails should be sent to John Butler, Chair , FABA Scholarship Committee, 777 Tyre
Road, Havana, FL 32333 or jgbutler@sprintmail.com.
Deadline for receipt is June 15, 2012. Three nalists will be recommended to the Board. The decision of the Board shall
be nal. The successful applicant will be noti ed.
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with which this fellow attacks it
that really makes for side splitting
laughter. This video was one of
the first great viral videos of the
Internet.
If you are not a tech savvy
person, this means that the video
was shared by two people, then
four, then eight, then a few
million. As I wiped the tears from
my eyes, I suddenly realized what
I was looking at. In 400 years, if
we have not blown ourselves up,
somebody would sit down and
watch the same video. They
would see it as I did. Regardless
of their taste in humor, they
would
see the original as it was and draw
their own conclusions. That
minute and a half of video just
made this portly dancer immortal.
The very thing that we have been
trying to do for the past 50 years
appeared in front of me as some
sort of celestial fat kid.
In the course of our craft,
smiths have always embraced the
new technologies that made them
able to do better work. Smiths
didn’t die out. They just evolved.
And then, they launched
spaceships. So why is it that we
have been so slow to embrace
these new technologies of
preservation? A three minute
video of an old master captures
him as he was for all generations
to see. I never knew Humphrey
Bogart but I’ve watched enough
of him on the screen to see him as
he was. I feel that I know
something about the man and see
his ability in a way that no one
could ever describe sufficiently to
me. This was the premise for my
idea.
In the 90s when the first

wails of the Net were to be heard,
several smiths embraced it. From
AnvilFire and CyberSmiths to
IForge, several sites began making
an environment for information
to
be shared. I believe that this was
the start of the most important
advancement in our work to
preserve the craft that has ever
been. For the first time, the
conversations, the work, in all its
reality, could be preserved for all
time. The next logical step in the
media was to go from the written
word to video. Now most all
smiths of name have some sort of
DVD or such thing. Most have a
video or two on the Net, perhaps
YouTube, that is a teaser of sorts
or a minor home video. Never
before has a bulk of work been
added to something that was so
accessible to a worldwide
audience.
After my having filmed a
poorly produced video on knife
sharpening and Damascus steel in
the literal backroom, the writing
on the wall appeared to me.
People from all over began
coming by, asking questions and
involving themselves in the
discussion. I was able to create a
minor tempest with some bad
lighting, a flannel shirt and a
YouTube video. This would
eventually lead into my deciding
that I could build a website to
reach out to all these people who
were so interested in what I had to
say. I knew nothing about web
design, but I was able to follow a
few tutorials and built a
rudimentary site. It was called
purgatoryironworks.com. The
logistical hurdles were enormous
when it came to posting video and

other things.
In time though, a few brave souls
from around the world joined my
merry little band of lunatics and
clear progress was made. My
current team is comprised of a few
Texans and one very talented
Dutchman. We communicate
through the website through
several versions of voice software.
The time difference is a little
strange to deal with, but it has
worked so far.
So what have a few idiots
and a video camera managed to
do? Since its inception, the site
had generated a few million hits
with the YouTube counterpart
getting about a half a million. The
site is self supporting through ten
dollar memberships. I post a new
video for the membership every
week, and then that video is
archived. To date, we have about
20 hours of instruction on the
website.
I beg the populace to
embrace this new language, this
new philosophy, of our craft. The
way we do things in our work
doesn’t have to change, but we
have been afforded incredible new
tools to ensure that it’s not just our
work that lives on but our
personalities as well. It is as much
the people who drive us forward
as it is our art. I often imagine
what it would have been like to
meet Mr. Yellin. How much better
would I have known him if he
were on YouTube?
Trenton Tye
http://www.purgatoryironworks.
com
http://www.youtube.com/user/
purgatoryironworks

Call for Entries

The Coral Gables Museum announces a call for submissions
of creative functional bench designs to be built, displayed and
used in the Museum’s Fewell Gallery. Six winning proposals
will be chosen. Entries will be posted to the Museum
website and exhibited in a Museum gallery show. Winning
Designer’s will receive $1,000.00 honorarium for their design
as well as recognition in the Museum email blast and press
release. Winning designers will be responsible for fabricating
their bench design by a deadline designated by the Coral
Gables Museum at a cost born by the Museum. Bench
fabrication cost is not to exceed $5,000.00 for materials and
labor; dependent upon design, materials, and methods of
fabrication. Selected benches will be built and will bear the
names of Designer and Museum Donor for each bench.
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS: 5 PM EST, Tuesday, MAY
15, 2012.
Please contact for Competition Posting, Guidelines, and
Entry Form
Ellen M. Dyer
Special Projects Coordinator
Coral Gables Museum
285 Aragon Avenue
Coral Gables, FL 33134
ellen@coralgablesmuseum.org
305-603-8067
www.coralgablesmuseum.org

Steve Ross Sheetmetal is located just outside of
Tallahassee off of highway 20. Though specializing
in duct work, this is a shop full of creativity &
technical ability. Most interesting to blacksmiths
is a plasma cutting table that is great for cutting
out blanks or parts. A true time saver and
technological wonder. Please ask for Mark and
tell them you saw this ad in the Clinker Breaker.

FOR SALE
Clay Spencer- design
treadle hammer made as
a FABA workshop project
in Mike Bettinger’s
Tallahassee shop.
Set of handled tools
is included. $1100.
Location: western NC.
Bob Dolven email:
bdolven@brmemc.net

Announcement:
The Twenty-fourth Annual

Batson Bladesmithing Symposium & Knife Show
On April 13-15, 2012
At
TANNEHILL IRONWORKS at Exit 100 off I-20, 11 miles West of Bessemer, Alabama

The Registration fee is $75 for AFC members & $100 for others
which includes a one year Membership in the Alabama Forge Council.
Knife Show Table fee and Tannehill State Park Fee are included in Registration.

.
Please pre-register. Send your name, address, and phone number with registration fee
and how many people that will attend the Demonstrators Dinner on Thursday evening
to Judd Clem, 111 Yorkshire Dr, Athens, AL 35613,
or contact by phone 256/232-2645, or by e-mail, clem.judd@att.net.
Your Park fee is paid by the Alabama Forge Council.

Youth Hands-On Forging Sites for Boy Scouts and other youths with adult, free to youths under 16. We
should have the best Knife Show ever. Your table fee is free to paid participants.
Bring your best knife for the Cutting Contest and a knife for the
Railroad Spike Knife Contest.
There will be Knife

Suppliers, Tail Gate Sales and Tool Venders
Bring items for the Auction .

FEATURING
DAMASCUS STEEL-----------------STEVE DUNN
HANDLES & GUARDS -----------------JOSEPH KEESLAR

FORGED BLADES & QUILLON DAGGERS -----------KEVIN CASHEN
PERIOD KNIVES----------STEVE MARSHALL & NEIL FAULKENBERRY
SHELL POMMELS & SHEATH FITTING-------------------------ALEX DANIELS
LINER LOCK FOLDERS--------------------------------------MEL PARDUE
ABS KNIFE JUDGING ---------------------B R HUGHES
KNIFE BUSINESS --------------------------CAROLYN HUGHES
HANDS-ON FORGING-----------HARRY BROCK & GLENN HOLMES
YOUTH HANDS-ON FORGING ------------ RAYMOND HEAD & KEN DURHAM
CUTTING COMPETITION----------------------------------B R HUGHES & JAMES BATSON
HAMMER & GRAVER ENGRAVING----------------------------------BILLY BATES
LEARN TO SCRIMSHAW-------------------------------------MARY BAILEY
SILVER WIRE INLAY-------------------RON “BOWIE” CLAIBORNE
LEATHER SHEATHS-------------------------KENNY ROWE
AUCTION----------- COLONEL TIM RYAN

cont’d
TANNEHILL IRONWORKS
The Alabama State Historical Park consists of an Iron & Steel Museum, Tannehill Furnaces, Craft Cabins, 195 improved campsites,
Gristmill, cotton gin, 45 historical buildings, etc-

DIRECTIONS
Tannehill Ironworks is located at McCalla, Alabama about 11 miles west of Bessemer. From I-59 & I-20, take exit 100 and follow
signs to Tannehill (about 2 miles). From I-459 take exit 1 and follow signs (about 7 miles). http:www.tannehill.org

BY AIR
Fly into the Birmingham Jetport which is located 40 miles from Tannehill. Transportation can be provided. Request in advance from
Judd Clem (256/232-2645).

AUCTION
The Alabama Forge Council is a non-pro t organization with over 300 members. The proceeds from this auction will go to the AFC
Building Fund. The Clarence Kilby Scholarship will be awarded to a lucky paid participant.

BE AWARE!
No Alcoholic Beverages are allowed at Tannehill Ironworks

April 13-15
The Twenty-fourth

Batson Bladesmithing Symposium, Knife Show & Rendezvous
at

TANNEHILL IRONWORKS @ Exit 100 off I-20, 11 miles West of BESSEMER, ALABAMA
Participate in the CUTTING COMPETITION on Friday night. Bring a sharp knife with forged blade 10 inches or under &
total length not over 15 inches. Handle must be pinned with a wrist thong for safety.
Bring examples of your work for the KNIFE SHOW, COLLECTION EXHIBITS & AUCTION
that will be held on the afternoon of Saturday April 14, 2012 from 1 to 6 pm.
The AUCTION will begin immediately after the KNIFE SHOW.
Collectors and knife enthusiasts are encouraged to attend the Symposium and
learn rst hand how modern knives are forged and made.
Participate in the Railroad Spike Knife Contest. Bring a unique railroad spike knife

REMEMBER to BRING
KNIVES FOR KNIFE SHOW---------ITEMS TO DONATE FOR THE AUCTION
TOOLS & MATERIALS FOR TAIL GATE SALE

Alabama Forge Council
Judd Clem
111 Yorkshire Dr.
Athens, AL 35613
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Florida Artist Blacksmith Association
Dorothy H. Butler, Membership Records
777 Tyre Road
Havana, FL 32333

april 2012
The Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit educational organization whose purposes are to teach, promote, and preserve the art of
blacksmithing. Contributions are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law. FABA publishes the Florida Clinker Breaker monthly, and FABA membership includes
a subscription. We solicit correspondence and unpaid articles on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes. ABANA chapter newsletters may reprint noncopyrighted
material if it is credited to the author and this newsletter. You need the publisher’s permission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.

FABA Officers
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Program Chairman
Past President
Trustee NE
Trustee NW
Trustee SE
Trustee SW
Editor

Jerry Wolfe
John Watson
Dorothy H. Butler
Jim Labolito
Mark Stone
Rex Anderson
Jordan Thomas
Ron Childers
Ralph Nettles
Lisa Ann Connor
Will Manning

FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.
Date __________ New

Renewal ______

Name_________________________________
Spouses Name__________________________
Address_______________________________
_____________________________________
City
State
Zip
Phone:________________________________
E-Mail________________________________
Check here to receive newsletter by PDF______

941-355-5615
850-421-8005
850-539-5742
850-567-6464
850-668-9527
850-997-2748
352-473-5228
850-878-8537
561-747-5489
813-977-3743
706-850-7988

wolfeforge@hotmail.com
Circlejbar3@gmail.com
Treasurer@blacksmithing.org
fernforge@comcast.net
markham62@comcast.net
rexaanderson@embarqmail.com
firebrandforge@hotmail.com
Ron@munlaw.net
ralphnettles@msn.com
melisandeaubrey@hotmail.com
editor@blacksmithing.org

Credit Card Visa__ MC__ Discover__
#_____________________________________
V code_____ Exp Date___________
Signature______________________________
Your FABA membership begins when your application and
membership fee is received. Membership is per family and lasts one
year. Send $25.00 fee and application to:
Dorothy Butler, FABA Treasurer
777 Tyre Road
Havana, FL 32333

Any fees incurred by returned checks will be passed back to the member.

